
Chemistry. - The Tempcrature~ Coefficient of the Electrical Rcsistance 
of Ruthenium and its Thermo~electrical Behaviour with respect to 
Platinum. By F. M. JAEGER and E. ROSENBOHM. 

(Communicated at the meeting of January 25. 1941.) 

§ 1. From our measurements of the specific heats of ruthenium we. in 
a paper published in 1932. could demonstrate that this metal most probably 
occurs in at least four different solid states. distinguished by us as a~. fJ~. 

r~ ap.d (j~ruthenium. which are consecutively transformed into each other 
. in a perfectly reversible way at the transition~temperatures: 10550

• 12000 

and 15000 C. respectively. Although th is element •. - being paramagnetic • 
. - has no CURJE~point. the behaviour of the metal appears in many re spe cts 

to be analogous to that of its preceding group~homologue: iron 1). 
It seemed desirabIe to corroborate the said deductions by other 

experiments; but the chief difficulty arose from the facto that ruthenium is 
an almost mechanically unworkahle material. because of its extreme 
hardness. its brittIeness. its oxydability and its high meltiIigpoint (19660 C.). 
Ordinarily it is obtained as a grey powder; and neither can it be drawn 
into wire~form. nor be shaped into a homogeneous bar or hammered into 
plates. 

By the kind help of the firm of Dr. HERAEUS in Hanau. we had at our 
disposal a small bar of about 60 m.M. length and with a rectangular cross~ 
section of about 13 m.M2 .. which was prepared by strong compression of 
the purest. powdery metal and by subsequent sin tering in a high vacuum 
at a very high temperature. Although the density of th is sample proved to 
be only about 92 % of the true value for the molten and solidified metal. 
the bar appeared finely crystallized. not too inhomogeneous and sufficiently 
coherent for allowing a determination of the relative temperature~coefficient 
of the electrical resistance. heat-capacity. etc. lts specific resistance proved 
to be: 7. 1~. - this at least being of the same order of magnitude as 
the value given in the literature 2): 7.6. 1~. Measurements of the absolute 
resistances at different temperatures were. of course. beforehand excluded; 
but as we chiefly were interested in the dependence of the resistance on 
the temperature. th is fact seemed in this case only of secondary importance. 

§ 2. The measurements of the electrical resistance, which presented 
considerable difficulties, were made in the way already previously 
described 3), i.e. by means of the method of the optically~coupled double~ 

1) F. M. JAEGER and E. ROSENBOHM. Rec. d. Trav. d. chim. d. Pays-Bas. SI, 32. 
45 (1932). 

2) A. E. VAN ARKEL. Reine Metalle. Berlin. 384 (1939). 
3) Conf.: E. ROSENBOHM and F. M. JAEGER. Proc. Kon. Akad. v. Wetenseh .• Amster~ 

dam. 39. 374 (1936); etc. 
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galvanometer with photographic recording, - the metal being investigated 
in a high-vacuum furnace with electrical heating 1) and the measurements 
being executed by the aid of a precision THOMSON-bridge with 5 decades 
and a normal standard-resistance of 0,01 Ohm. The way in which the 
bar of ruthenium was fixed between the leads, was as follows: as the metal 
was too hard to drill a hole in the terminal faces, these holes we re provided 
for by slowlygrinding them conically out during many days by means 
of carborundum. Then two equally conically ground platinum wires of 
2 m.M. thickness were tightly fitted in these holes: these wires, in their 
turn, were linked to platinum rods of 4 m.M. thickness which, _ ·outside 
the zone of high temperatures, - were connected with two corresponding 
copper-bars. The resistance of those leads at different temperatures was, 
of course, afterwards separately determined when the measurements were 
finished and then the corresponding corrections were applied. The results 
thus obtained are recorded in Table land graphically represented in Fig. 1. 
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Fig. 1. The Electrical Resistance and its Temperature-Coefficient in the Case 
of Ruthenium between 00 and 15000 C. 

1) For the special alterations applied to the original equipment, see § 3. 
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TABLE 1. Electrical Resistance of sintered. pure Ruthenium between 
0° and 1475° e. 

Temp. t Rt. 101 1 ~R 
Rt/Ro: 

Temp. t Rt. 101 1 ~R 
Rt/Ro: in oe.: in Ohm : Ro . ~t . lOi: in oe.: in Ohm: Ro . ~t . 101: 

0° (2.62) - 1.00 775° 14.12 2.67 5.39 
25 2.71 1.67 1.035 800 14.32 3.42 5.47 

50 2.80 1.83 1.069 825 14 .58 i.27 5.56 

75 2.93 2.29 1.119 850 1i.88 i.73 5.68 
100 3.10 3.05 1.184 875 15 .20 4.96 5.80 
125 3.34 i.12 1.275 900 15.53 5.0i 5.93 
150 3.66 5.50 1.397 925 15.86 5.04 6.05 

175 4.07 7.18 1.554 950 16.19 5.04 6.18 

200 4:58 9.01 1.749 975 16.52 5.04 6.30 

225 5.23 10.68 1.997 1000 16.85 5.0i 6.43 

250 6.01 I 12.37 2.294 1025 17.18 5.11 6.56 

275 6.85 13.74 2.634 1050 17.52 5.27 6.69 

300 7.77 H.20 2.967 1075 17.87 5.42 6.82 

325 8.71 13.90 3.327 1100 18.23 5.49 6.96 . 
350 9.57 12.83 3.653 1125 18.59 4.96 7.09 

375 10 .37 11.45 3.960 1150 18.88 4.27 7.21 

400 11.06 10.08 i.22 1175 19.16 i.09 7.31 

425 11. 71 8.i8 4.47 1200 19.i! 3.97 7.41 

iSO 12.23 7.18 i.67 1225 19.66 3.H 7.50 

475 12.6i 5.34 4.82 1250 20.01 3.56 7.6i 

500 12.94 3.51 4.94 1275 20.24 3.42 7.13 

525 13.12 2.H 5.01 1300 20.46 3.13 7.81 

550 13.21 1.375 5.0i 1325 . 20.65 2.90 7.88 

575 13.30 1.375 5.08 1350 20.8i 2.90 7.96 

600 13.39 1.375 5.11 1375 21.03 2.90 8.03 

625 13.48 1.375 5.15 1400 21.22 3.05 8.10 

650 13.57 1.375 5.18 1425 21.H 3.82 8.19 

675 13 .66 1.375 5.21 HSO 21. 73 5.19 8.30 

700 13 .75 1.375 5.25 1475 22.12 6.6i 8.H 

725 13.84 1.53 5.28 1500 - - -
750 13.96 2.04 5.33 

Length of the bar = 0.048 M; cross-section 13 m.M2. 
Ro = approx. 7 .1~ D. The resistances are corrected for the resistance of the 
leads at the corresponding temperatures. 
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As far as the poorly defined state of the Ru-bar allows of drawing 
conclusions with any degree of certainty, it at least appears evident that 
truly several changes of state occur in the metal. Ac; to the peak at 310° C. 
it seems problematic whether this point does corresponds to a transition-

Fig. 2. The Heating-apparatus used, with 
Experimel1tal Device. 

temperature in the ordin
ary sense of the word or 
not. The change here 
observed reminds some
what of that. met with in 
the case of electrolytical 
iron between 150°-200° 
C. which, - as was pre
viously stated, - does 
certainly not correspond 
to a change of theinternal 
structure of the metall ). 
Between about 540° C. 
and 840° C. the curve of 

dR . 
dT' af ter a short mterval 

of eonstaney, rapidly nses 
and then reaches a peak 
hetween 1050°-1100° c.; 
subsequently, however, it 

slopes down to a deep 
minimum, - this branch 
of the curve manifesting 
a conspicuous inflection
point at 1200° c.: sub
sequently it onee more 
very steeply rises to a 
probable maximum in the 
vicinity of 1500° C. AI
though no high degree of 
accuracy can he attributed 
to the temperatures here 
indicated, we may safely 
eonclude from these data, 
that the behaviour is in 
general outlines in agree

ment with the results obtained in our former calorimetrical investigations 2); 

so that the data here collected really seem sufficiently to corroborate our 

1) F. M. JAEGER, E. ROSENBOHM and J. A. ZUITHOFF, Recueil d. Trav. d. Chim. d. 
P",ys-Bas, 57, 1323, 1327-1336 (1938). 

2) F. M. JAEGER and E. ROSENBOHM, ibidem. 51, 32, 45, (1932). 
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previous conclusions concerning the existence of several different states 
of metallic ruthenium. 

§ 3. The determinations concerning the thermoelectrical properties of 
a thermocouple consisting of ruthenium and platinum led to the same 
conclusions. 

These measurements again presented great difficulties as a consequence 
of the physical properties of the metal and of the restricted dimensions of 
the metallic bar available. As ruthenium cannot be drawn into wires. the 
usual method of determining thermoelectrical forces E cannot be applied: 
but on the other hand. because we for our purpose need not 50 much this 

thermoelectrical force itself as well its temperature~coefficient ~~. - for 

attaining the end in view it yet proved possible to use the same ruthenium~ 
bar of 5 c.m. length as in our former experiments, if only the following 
supplementary experimental trick were applied. A thin platinum~wire 

(0.2 m.M.) was inserted into the conically~shaped hole in the lower 
terminal end of the bar (§ 2) by pressing it into th is hole by means of a 
short, exactly fitting conical platinum rod: the same was done at the upper 
end of the bar. but this time a long platinum rod of 4 m.M. thickness was 
used. The upper end of the ~atter was connected with the water~cooled. disk
shaped bottom Plof the vacuum~vessel formerly used in the case of the 
measurements of the thermal expansion~coefficients of metals l). In stead 
of the previously applied 2). evacuated tube of Pythagoras~mass placed 
in the interior of the platinum resistance~furnace, we used the arrangement 
represented in Fig. 2. It consists of a double~walled, water~cooled and 
evacuated steel~cylinder, in the interior of which the electrical furnace 
itself is mounted. The steel cylinder is at its upper end hermetically cIosed 
by means of a double~waIIed and water~cooled cover, provided with a 
conically ground rim: the latter part can, when necessary, easily be removed 
and exchanged by another one. which is more effectively adapted to other 
special experimental devices. The thick platinum rod mentioned in the 
above is simultaneously used as a support for the ruthenium~bar: so that in 
combination with the thin platinum wire described, a differential thermo~ 
coupIe: Pt - Ru - Pt is formed: the upper part of this will in the heated 
furnace always be at a somewhat lower temperature than the junction at 
the lower end, hecause of the faster heat~abduction through the thick 
platinum rod. In this way there will always exist a certain potential~ 

difference /::,.E between the two ends, the value of which at each temperature 
can photographically be recorded in the usual way 3) by means of the 
twin~galvanometer~equipment. 

1) E. ROSENBOHM, PhYSÎCB. 5, 385 (1938). 
2) E. ROSENBOHM and F. M. JAEGER, Proc. Kon. Akad. v. Wetenseh., Amsterdam, 

39, 366 (1936). 
3) Ibidem, p. 469. 
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Now. if the diHerence in temperature at the two terminals of the 
ruthenium~bar during the gradual heating of the fur!lace would only remain 
constant. the observed va lues of ,6.E at each temperature would immediately 

furnish those of the temperature~coefficients ~~ desired. But evidently 

this is not the case: when the temperature of the furnace is slowly increased. 
the diHerence of the temperature at the two terminals of the bar will also 
gradually be augmented; and as a consequence of this. 6E will ever more 
be extended over increasing ranges of the temperature and thus the photo~ 

graphically recorded curve for ~~ will represent a distorted image of the 

true one. To eliminate the said distortion. the two junctions of another 
diHerential thermo~e1ement of Pt - PtRh - Pt now were a1so connected 
with the terminals of the ruthenium~bar and its indications read~ofI by 
means of a third. suitably arranged galvanometer. In th is way the 
temperature~diHerences 6E' (in microvolts) between the two ends of the 
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bar could be measured 
at each moment and the 
mean temperature of the 
bar itself could simul~ 

taneously be determined 
in such a way. th at 
during each determin~ 

ation of 6E'. the light~ 
source of the photo~ 

graphical recording~ 

apparatus was switched~ 
oH during ten seconds, 
so that the short inter
ruptions in the recorded 
curve thus obtained. by 
their abscissae. - which 
were read~off by means 
of the third galvano~ 

meter. - immediately 
indicated the corres~ 

panding mean temper~ 

atures of the bar. 
Fig. 3. The approximate Temperature-Coefficients ot 
the Thermoelectrical Force of Ruthenium against 

Platinwn between 200· and 1300· C. The differentials ~:, 
now will represent the sought temperature-coeHicients of the thermocouple: 
Ru~Pt, the temperatures of which now are expressed in microvalts in stead 
of in degrees Centigrade: more exactly. these differentials give the 
temperature~coefficients of the thermocouple: Ru~Pt in comparison with 
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those of the Pt-PtRh~thermocouple, because the integral thermoelectric 
force of the latter is not an exactly linear function of T , but will graphically 
be represented by a feebly curved line. Because of the fact, however, that 

6E .. dE 
the shape of the curve 6E' can not appreCiably dlffer from that for dT 

and because absolute va lues of this coefficient can neither be obtained in 
this way, nor are they of direct interest for our purpose, - we here made 
no further attempts to determine the still remaining slight corrections, e.g. 
by a special calibration of the Pt-PtRh-Pt~thermocouple. This is 
excusable, because the lack of homogeneity of the ruthenium~bar, - the 
density of which was appreciably lower than that of the molten and 

TASLE 11. dE( dE) Approximate Va lues of k dT resp. dE' of pure, sintered Ruthenium I 
against Platinum, between 2000 and 13000 C. 

Mean Tem- Mean Tem- Mean Tem-
perature Tin dE perature T in dE perature Tin dE 

Degrees dE,inM.V.: Degrees dE'inM.V . : Degrees dE,inM.V. : 

Cent. : Cent. : Cent.: 
I 

2000 I 2.121 I 5200 2.855 8100 2.232 
I 

220 2.-446 510 2.819 860 2.206 

2-10 2.163 560 2.810 880 2.198 

260 2.471 580 2.830 900 2.198 

280 2.115 600 2.818 1000 2.198 

300 2.360 610 2.778 1060 2.198 

320 2.121 6li 2.690 1080 2.202 

340 2.482 616 2.678 1100 2.207 

360 2.570 620 2.663 1120 2.213 

362 2.667 640 2.622 1110 2.220 

380 2.716 660 2.580 1150 2.206 

395 2.760 680 2.538 \160 2.182 

398 2.757 700 2.488 1I80 2.172 

400 2.750 720 2.436 1200 2.179 

420 2.782 740 2.391 1220 2. 197 

440 2.820 760 2.350 1240 2.211 

460 2.850 780 2.316 1260 2.231 

180 2.861 800 2.275 1280 2.250 

I 500 2.862 820 2.251 1300 2.267 
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solidified metal. - does not furnish any garantee as to the real significance 
of such "absolute" values, but, on the contrary, makes thc latter appear 
as more or less illusory data. 

6.E . 
In the tab Ie 11 the va lues of 6.E' at the correspondmg mean temperatures 

T, have been collected; whilst in Fig. 3 they are graphically represented as 

. b ' f 6.E h 6.E ( ) . an approxlmate su shtute or 6. T versus t e temperature; 6. T appr. IS 

here expressed in microvolts and T in degrees Centigrade. The scale of the 
graph chosen is the same as that of F ig. I ; sa that the two figures can 
immediately be compared. 

The true temperature-difference between the two ends of the ruthenium
bar studied are at the highest temperatures about 10° c.; the direction of 
the current in the Ru-Pt-couple appears to be the same as in the 
thermocouple: Pt- PtRh. 

On comparing the curve of Fig. 3 with that of Fig. I, it becomes dear 
that, in general outlines, the elevations and depressions in the curve of 
Fig. 3 appear up to about 10500 C. in mirror-symmetrical situations with 
respect to those in Fig . I; but at higher temperatures the curve loos cs this 
character. 

Thc second part of the curve (between about 10700 and 12000 c.) is 
rather more analogous to that of Fig. I , with the exception thal the 
inflection-point at 1200° C. of Fig. I is here replaced by a branch going 
upwards till 1300° C. The minimum at 3000 C. in Fig . 3 evidently 
corresponds to the maximum at 310° in Fig. I ; the maximum at 260° C. in 
Fig . 3 has no corresponding minimum in Fig. I , but seems to be co-ordinated 
with the rapidly rising va lues of the resis tance W in Fig. I which start in 
the vicinity of 220 0 c.; whilst the .horizontal part in Fig. 3 between 8800 

and 1070° corresponds to the similar part in the curve of F ig. 1 between 
880 0 and 10400 C. 

§ 4. Finally we again have made same tentatives to localize the most 
important transitions-points in the differential heat-capacity-curve of 
ruthenium by direct comparison with the heat-capacity of pure molybdenum 
af ter the usual method of photographic recording with the twin-galvano
meter of SALADIN-LE CHATELIER 1) . The experiments were excecuted in the 
way previously indicated, but with the furnace-equipment described in the 
present paper. The results are graphically represented in Fig. 4. 

It appears that the curve for the differential heat-capacity of the two 
metals again shows a number of discontinuities : at 3120 c., at about 
10400 c., at 12000 c., etc . Previously 2). we found for the transition-

1) Conf. : E. ROSENBOHM and F. M . JAEG ER. Proc. Kon. Akad. v. Wetensch., Amster
dam, 39. 366 (1936). 

2) F . M. JAEGER and E. ROSEN BOHM. Rec. d. Trav. d. Chim. d. Pays-Bas, 51 , 35 
(1932) . 

Proc. Ned. Akad. v. Wetensch., Amsterdam, Vol. XLIV, 1941. 11 
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temperature at a~ ~ fJ~ruthenium 1): 10350 c.; for th at of fJ~ ~ y~ruthenium: 
11900 c., whilst the transformation~point of y~ ~ ~~ruthenium was deter~ 
mined at about 15000 C. There only remains the conspieuous maximum at 

Fig. 4. 
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301 0 -3120 C. If this point might be considered as a true "transition"~ 
temperature, ruthenium would be pentamorphous in stead of tetramorphous. 
But we have no certainty of this: the shape of the curve at this temperature 
has quite another character than at the other transformation~temperatures 
and the curve has a different course reminding one of the analogous one 
in the case of iron between 1500 and 2000 C. previously stated by us, as 
weIl as by a number of other authors. At the moment by same of them it 
is attributed to another cause 2). But as a whoIe, we can deduce from these 
supplementary investigations, that our former conclusions as to the multiple 
allotropie changes of the metal. are correct; sa that the analogy between 
the behaviour of ruthenium and iron now appears; indeed, firmly to be 
established. 

1) The ruthenium there used, consisted of smal!. homogen~ous globules. 
2) F. M. JAEGER, E. ROSENBOHM and A. J. ZUITHOFF, Recueil, 57. 1327, 1336 (1938). 

Groningen, Laboratory for Inorganic and 
Physical Chemistry of the University. 


